
HURLEY v Little Marlow    Date: 11/05/2013 
 
Played at  Little Marlow   Toss won by Hurley 
 
Innings of Little Marlow 
 
A. Mahmood c. S. Taylor b.R. Brown 0 

A.Sharif Not out  46 

T.Rashid c. D. Simoes b.R.Brown 15 

M.Yaqoob c. C. Ainger b.S Kayani 1 

T.Potter st. D. Simoes b.V.Bhagwani 32 

H.Hassan c. D. Simoes b.V.Bhagwani 6 

Z.Gill c. V. Sharma b.R.Brown 8 

K.Hussain  b.V.Bhagwani 2 

A.St.Maur c.T.Balchin b.R.Brown 0 

A.Ali Run Out (Bhagwani) 0 

    

B 6 LB 3 NB 0 W 10 Extras 19 

  Total 135 

  For 9 
 

Bowling 
 
 Overs Maidens Runs Wkts. 

R.Brown 12.4 4 31 4 

M.Cole 6 1 14 0 

S.Kayani 7 0 30 1 

P.Ridgeway 12 2 30 0 

V.Bhagwani 10 1 19 3 

     

     

     

     



Innings of Hurley 
 
P.Ridgeway c.A.Mahmood b.Z.Gill 4 

D.Simoes c.A.Mahmood b.A.St.Maur 2 

S.Taylor Not out  25 

V.Sharma c.T.Potter b.A.St.Maur 11 

S.Kayani c.A.Mahmood b.M.Yaqoob 1 

R.Brown  b.Sharif 45 

T.Balchin Not out  3 

V.Bhagwani DNB   

M.Cole DNB   

C.Ainger DNB   

    

B 6 LB 3 NB 3 W 15 Extras 27 

  Total 118 

  For 5 
 

Bowling 
 
 Overs Maidens Runs Wkts. 

Z.Gill 8 0 38 1 

A.St.Maur 6 0 20 2 

M.Yaqoob 7 4 19 1 

K.Hussain 4 0 18 0 

A.Sharif 4 0 18 1 

     

     

     

     

Sixes: Ross Brown x1 

Result:  Draw 
 
The ten men of Hurley continued their 2013 Chilterns league campaign 
away to Little Marlow. Skipper Ross Brown achieved the impossible and 
won the toss asking Little Marlow to bat. 
Brown (4-31) struck with the second ball of the innings, Mahmood top 
edging to Steve Taylor at gully who took an excellent high catch. The 
Hurley opening bowlers kept the runs down with some excellent bowling 
beating the bat regularly.The next breakthrough came when stand in 
keeper David Simoes took a high catch to dismiss Rashid(15) in the 16th 
over. Shoaib Kayani (1-30) delivered some excellent floaters and 
tempted Yaqoob into skying a catch to Colin Ainger in the covers. Potter 
joined Sharif at the crease and these two shared a partnership in 
excess of fifty for the 4th wicket with Potter(32) looking to up the run 
rate, but the ever reliable Phil Ridgeway(0-30) and Vikram Bhagwani (3-
19) proved tough to score off without taking risks. Bhagwani accounted 
for Potter, thanks largely to an excellent stumping from Simoes. The 



loss of Potter sparked a collapse, with the Simoes-Bhagwani 
partnership also responsible for the dismissal of Hassan (6). Skipper 
Ross Brown returned and had Gill (8) caught by Varun Sharma. 
Bhagwani took his third wicket, bowling Hussain(2). The innings was 
wrapped up in the next over with St.Maur(0) Skying to Balchin at point 
and Vikram Bhagwani running out Ali before he could face a ball. Some 
excellent catching was displayed with not one chance going down, and 
fielders throwing their bodies, and in the case of Colin Ainger, heads, 
behind the ball.  
 
Hurleys reply got off to a rocky start losing Phil Ridgeway(4) attempting 
to pull a short delivery from Gill (1-38) in the 3rd over, before Simoes 
was caught behind in the next over. Varun Sharma and Steve Taylor 
looked to steady the ship, adding 34 for the 3rd wicket before Sharma 
(11) slapped a short delivery to Potter at point. Kayani fell in the very 
next over, feathering a catch behind then showing good sportsmanship 
to walk, sending Hurley top of the Fair Play league. 
Brown joined Taylor at the crease and the two batsman set about 
building a partnership of 71. Taylor happy to pick off the singles whilst 
Brown played in his normal fashion looking to punish any loose bowling. 
The rain became a frequent player in the game, and a 15 minute break, 
failed to halt Hurley’s progress, with Brown looking to up the rate hitting 
Yaqoob (1-19) for a straight six. The rain interrupted again, and with 
Hurley needing 60 in 12 overs Taylor and Brown came out after a 50 
minute delay. However Brown missed an Ugly swipe and was bowled 
for 45. Balchin and Taylor then saw out the remaining overs until the 
rain brought the game to its conclusion. Hurley should consider 
themselves unlucky not to get a result from the game, but should take 
heart from how they performed.  
 
 
 


